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The best responsive gallery plugin for your WordPress website which will help you to
create amazing galleries in a few clicks. Add an unlimited number of images to your
gallery, create albums and categories, add comments, change appearance and much
more.

Showcase portfolio or just to show off useful images easily with gallery plugin to power
up communication with your visitors, spark up your brand, and increase sales!

FREE FEATURES

Fully Responsive
Add unlimited number of:

Albums to gallery
Images to album
Gallery categories

Add and configure latest galleries widget:
Title
Button Text
Link
Number of Galleries
Hover Color

Add Gallery to the Slider
Choose albums layout:

Column
Rows

Change image for album cover and its dimensions
Disable image opening from the thumbnail in a single gallery
Set default sorting order for images by:

Attachment ID
Image Name
Date
Sorting order in the Gallery
Random
ASC (ascending order from lowest to highest values)
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DESC (descending order from highest to lowest values)
Set default gallery projects sorting order by:

Gallery ID
Title
Date
Last modified date
Comment count
Sorting order
Author
Random
ASC (ascending order from lowest to highest values)
DESC (descending order from highest to lowest values)

Sort galleries in a category
Add gallery categories widget and select the additional info:

Display as dropdown
Show galleries count
Show hierarchy

Install/delete demo data
Slideshow and full-size image displaying
Change border width and color
Add:

Any image file format
Comments to galleries
Images from WordPress media library
Descriptions to each album

Add custom code via plugin settings page
Compatible with latest WordPress version
Incredibly simple settings for fast setup without modifying code
Detailed step-by-step documentation and videos
Multilingual and RTL ready

WPDemo - Demo sites with admin access so your potential customers can try your

plugins & themes

WPDemo - Demo sites with admin access so your potential customers can try your

plugins & themes
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